BLUEGRASS BULLETIN
D
IRWA Bluegrass Chapter 25

ear Chapter 25 Members, I hope you
have been enjoying the spring/summer
months so far this year, with plenty of
sun around to get us all up and active and
enjoying the great outdoors. After being sworn
in as President at our
meeting on June 1st, my
family left the very next
day for Gatlinburg, TN.
We got our fill of
hiking and exercise all
over the mountains of
Tennessee to see
several waterfalls, Cade’s Cove and climbed to
the top of Clingman’s Dome (at 6,644 feet). On
the way home from Tennessee we stopped in
one of Kentucky’s State Parks and hiked to the
top of the Natural Bridge, what a beautiful site!

Thank you to all the
members who attended
our June 1st meeting of
our installation of
officers in Bardstown,
Kentucky. A special
thanks to Jeff Jones,
now International
President for IRWA, for making the trip down
to Kentucky to do the installation. Chapter 25
wishes you (Jeff) luck in his upcoming term as
President. I would also like to give a special
thanks to those that came from other Chapters in
our Region to be part of our special event in
Bardstown. Thank you to incoming Illinois
Chapter President, Smedmore Bernard, and also
to members from the Ohio Chapter, Mark
Edgington & Christine Deacon.
(continued on next page)
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Those joining me on the Board of Directors for Chapter 25 during the 2018 – 2019 term includes: Alissa Graf-Schad (Secretary), Travis Carmack (Assistant Treasurer), Rick Baumgardner (Treasurer),
Debby Taylor (Vice President), Otto Spence (International Director – 2 year) and Matt Chapman
(International Director – 1 year).
I would also like to welcome Doug Grant who has volunteered in taking over the position as Newsletter Editor. During this term Richard Adkins has also volunteered to assist Ron Geveden with Chapter
Membership. I would like to give a special thank you to Judy Mitchell (past Secretary) & Delana
Gideons (past Newsletter Editor) on all of their hard work in making our Chapter a success. All of
your hard work and dedication to making our Chapter a success is greatly appreciated!
I’m excited in what will come within the year during my presidency. Every President picks their area
of concentration during their term. The majority of our past Presidents usually choose to focus on
education & membership and those topics are vital to the survival and longevity of our Chapter. My
focus will be in in those areas but with close attention to involvement and participation from our
members. If the Chapter is not reaching our members interest and pulling them to meetings and/or
classes we are holding then we need to make a change. IRWA Headquarters recently started a program called 40 for 40 (40 scholarships for 40 people), I want to do a take on this during my term as
President. I want to have a minimum of 40 people attend the 4+ events in my 2018-2019 term.
My goal in receiving this member participation will begin with a panel of speakers set for our August
3rd 2018 General Membership Meeting at the Jeffersonian in Jeffersontown, Kentucky. Dean
Loy, Director of Right of Way from the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet will be speaking on the
topic of the new initiative in the state of Kentucky regarding ROW & Bridges. The Chapter will also
have one of its own, Rick Baumgardner, represented on this panel and he will be speaking on the topic
of Conservation Easements. The Board of Directors meeting will begin at 10:30 am with the General
Membership Luncheon beginning at Noon. The meeting is being held at the Jeffersonian in the Kentucky Room (room facing Taylorsville Road) located at 10617 Taylorsville Road in Jeffersontown,
Kentucky.
Upcoming Chapter 25 events to mark your calendars:
July 13th Board of Directors Meeting at the Louisville Water Company at 1:00 pm.
August 3rd Board of Directors Meeting at 10:30 am at the Jeffersonian with the General Membership Meeting beginning at Noon.
September 7th Board of Directors Meeting at Qk4 at 1:00 pm.
October 5th Board of Directors Meeting at 10:30 am at the Tway House located at 10235 Timberwood Circle in Jeffersontown, Kentucky with the General Membership Meeting beginning at
Noon. Senior Special Agent Rick Nord with the Secret Service will be addressing our Chapter
regarding personal security and safety in the field. This will also be our Chapter’s chili cookoff for lunch – bring your chili hot & ready to serve at Noon!
October 19-20th Region 5 Forum in Frankenmuth, Michigan.
November 2nd Board of Directors Meeting at location & time TBD.
December 7th IRWA Chapter 25 Christmas Banquet at the Hilton Garden Inn St. Matthews starting
at 6:00 pm.
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I never thought when Bix & Chad swindled me into coming to Board
meetings I would ever end up as President. Wow time fly’s by when
you are having so much fun and I look forward to a great year!

Jessica Grivna

TO OUR NEW CHAPTER 25 MEMBER
Danielle Rae French— Real Estate Representative, Duke
Energy, Cincinnati, Ohio. Danielle was a previous/ concurrent member of the IRWA Ohio Chapter.

Want to be published in the Chapter 25 Newsletter?
To submit an article, picture or noteworthy mention ,
send an email to:
revmdgrant@gmail.com
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REGION 5 SPRING FORUM – NOTES
The networking, business development, and social aspects of IRWA Regional Forums are critical to
the vitality of our organization. They put us face to face with those with similar and disparate issues
from other states that can help us grow in our professional lives.
As important as those personal connections are at the Forums, there is a business element that underpins the real purpose of these events. At the recent Spring Forum held April 27-28, volunteer Board
members of Chapter 25 helped facilitate not only the “fun” aspect of the event, but also the essential
core business.
Our Region 5 Chair, Greg Mathias, SR/WA, from Chapter 10 (Indiana) manned the gavel for the
meeting from beginning to end. Beth Smith SR/WA, Region 5 Vice Chair from Chapter 17
(Wisconsin ) reviewed the relatively newly adopted Purpose, Mission, and Core Value statements
that define IRWA to us and the world. She emphasized that each Chapter needs to communicate and
continue to re-communicate these to its membership. Since these are the policy legs of IRWA, they
bear printing here.
Our Purpose: WE IMPROVE PEOPLE’S QUALITY OF LIFE THROUGH INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT
Mission:

We empower professionals by elevating ethics, learning, and a
standard of excellence within the global infrastructure real
estate community

Core Values:Integrity: We are role models that embody the highest
standard of ethical practice.
Excellence:
We constantly improve our products, our services, and ourselves.
Flexibility:
We embrace our continually changing environment to adapt to the
needs of our stakeholders.
Collaboration: We engage our members, partners, and other stakeholders, to build a
shared body of know ledge and experience
Region 5 INEC Representative Kris Koehler with Chapter 12- (Illinois) served as the facilitator for
the election of Region 5 officers for the upcoming term. These new officers will be presented to the
Board of Directors meeting at the International Conference in June. The new officers elected at the
Spring Form are as follows:
(continued on next page)
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REGION 5 SPRING FORUM – NOTES
Chair: Beth Smith
Vice Chair: Dan Bucan
Secretary/Treasurer: Otto Spence
Greg Mathias SR/WA directed attention to the candidate that is running for election as International Secretary to the International Executive Committee to be decided at the June Conference.
The candidate is James Olschewski SR/WA from Salt Lake City Chapter 38; part of Region 9.
Key highlights of the International Public Agency Report were provided by Peggy Barnes a member/attorney from Chapter 57, Riverside, CA. The Young Professional Group’s Vice Chair,
Nikkiy Bestgen from St. Louis, MO, Chapter 37 provided an overview of the current and future
objectives for this organization. Lots of energetic and innovative ideas with good things to
come for sure.
Ron Barker SR/WA, Chapter 10, provided an up to date summary of the Right of Way International Education Fund (RWIEF). It is a source of pride that Region 5 has consistently donated
more to this fund annually than any other region. At the meeting, Brad Krabel, SR/WA, Chapter 7, conducted a fun auction of donated items for the benefit of RWIEF. Although not a licensed auctioneer, Brad and his talents, along with other donations raised $1,560 for the fund.
Good job! Region 5 last year continued as the highest donating region to RWIEF in the Association. Ron also reported that Region 5 had 8 recipients of the 40 for 40 scholarships.
Greg Mathias SR/WA focused the group’s attention on the draft IRWA Strategic Plan that will set
the course for the future of the organization. The strategies are geared to prepare for the inevitable changes in operations, income/expenses, and services that reflect the challenges and opportunities facing the profession today and tomorrow. The Fiscal 2019 Budget Highlights follow that give some near term projections for IRWA.
Greg directed discussion regarding an increase of e-mail scams targeting at IRWA Chapters.
Online safety tips were reviewed that would ensure all officers are on guard to these nefarious
tactics. Vigilance is paramount to protect the financial information.
Chapter 25’s very own Mike Penick SR/WA, PHD, was awarded the Region 5 Professional of the
Year for 2018. This award was presented by Brad Krabel SR/WA, the 2017 recipient.
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REGION 5 SPRING FORUM – NOTES
Mike has provided invaluable service to the Chapter through his leadership and knowledge. By
his skillful role as Education Chair, Mike has initiated and overseen innumerable successful
IRWA courses over the years for the Chapter that have not only provided valuable training to
members, but also financial stability and growth to the Chapter. Mike was caught completely
by surprise with this award and was elated and proud to be the recipient. Congratulations Mike
for a very well deserved award and for your commitment to excellence and service.
The Region 5 Fall Forum is scheduled for October 19-20, 2018 and is sponsored by the Michigan
Chapter 7. It will be held in Frankenmuth, Michigan. It will be held at the Bavarian Inn Lodge.
E-mail Pat Petitto SR/WA for more information: petittopa@aol.com.

To
Jessica Grivna
for receiving the certification of
RWA
The Right of Way Agent Certification (RWA) is the first level in a three level generalist program leading to the SR/WA Designation. While the RWA may be a specialist in one area,
they must also be familiar with all disciplines associated with the right of way profession.
The RWA certification reflects evidence of professional accomplishment in the right of way
profession.
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Installation of Officers
Bardstown, Kentucky
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SAVE

DEC

7

Friday, June 1st
Chapter 25 Board of Directors Meeting at the Louisville Water Company
at 1:00 pm.

Friday, August 3rd
State of the State and General Membership Meeting— at the
Jeffersonian with the General Membership Meeting beginning at Noon

Friday Board of Directors Meeting at the Tway House,
10235 Timberwood Circle in Jeffersontown, Kentucky
Chapter 25 invites you to attend the Board of Directors Meeting at 10:30 am
with general membership meeting at noon. Senior Special Agent Rick Nord
with the Secret Service will be addressing our chapter regarding personal
security and safety in the field. This will also be our Chapter's chili cook-off
for lunch bring your chili hot .
IRWA Region 5 Fall Forum—Frankenmuth, MI

OCT

19&
20

DATE

The Speakers will Dean Loy, Director of Rght of Way from Central Office
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet discussing topic of the new initiative in the
State of Kentucky regard ROW and Bridges. Rick O. Baumgardner, MAI,
SRA, MRICS, GAA of Baumgardner & Associates, PSC discussing topic of
Conservation Easements.

OCT

05

AUG

03

JULY

13

the

Go ahead and RSVP early for the Region 5 Fall Forum, hosted by Michigan
Chapter 7. A block of rooms has been set aside at a rate of $165+tax/night
per standard double room or $175+tax/night per premium double or king
room Group Number for IRWA discounted rate is 120N0. Bavarian Inn
Lodge and Conference Center, One Covered Bridge Land, Frankenmuth, MI
48734. 1-855-652-7200.
IRWA Chapter 25 Christmas Party — Hilton Gardens, St. Matthews.
Make your calendar now for this as always GREAT time.
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The Plan of Remodeling the IRWA Governance “Who really owns it?”
Hello members, how was your 4th of July? The 4th of July is a time to think of honor, risk of self and
bravery. It is like the time Paul Revere took the famous horse ride south to warn the colonies that the
“British are coming.” No one remembers the rider whom traveled north carrying the same message.
It is a silent act of our history.
I need you to remember three names who stood up for you and your rights as a member of the IRWA
on Wednesday, June 27, 2018; they are: Judy Jones, SR/WA, R/W-AC, R/W-NAC (Region 6 Chairperson of IRWA from Goodwyn, Mills & Cawood, Inc. at judy.jones@gmcnetwork.com), Delores J.
Oakland, SR/WA (Region 7 Chairperson of IRWA from Phillips 66 at oaklandrwservices@gmail.com) and Jacob D. Farrell, SR/WA Region 3 Chairperson of IRWA from OPPD at jfarrell@oppd.com). You need to take the time and email them and thank them for their efforts. But first
left me tell you a short story.
I loaded my medal-horse named “Couch” on June 20th for a 4,456 mile journey to the 64th IRWA Annual International Education Conference in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada from June 24th to 27th and returning on Sunday, July 1, 2018. The ride was an independent story in itself; oh my God. The ride
involved a wedding, skunk, Canada Peace Officer, 2 rat-hole Canadian bars with no sense of history,
and many individuals along the ride path. I want to thank everyone except the skunk and the 2 Canadian rat-hole bars along Highway 52 for an excellent riding experience.
I arrived in Edmonton on Saturday, June 23rd and joined many fellow members of IRWA in social
gatherings. The event started for representatives of Chapter 25 on Sunday, June 24th at the Opening
Ceremony and Meeting of the Members with keynote speaker Rick Mercer (a talk show host whom
spoke on the history of Canada). Then the Regional Caucuses from 4:00 pm to 5:30 pm. Then the
Welcome Reception from 5:30 pm to 7:00 pm at the Shaw Conference Center. After that Wayne
Kimbel lead us on a search for Alberta beef. Wayne?
Chapter 25 was well represented at the Regional Caucus. Mike, Matt, Wayne and I were there. Region 5 Chairperson Greg Mathias, SR/WA and Vice-Chairperson Elizabeth Smith, SR/WA opened the
meeting by explaining the Region will be exposed to re-structuring and remodeling of IRWA governance. Jerry Colburn, SR/WA (2017 to 2018 IRWA President), Jeffrey Jones, SR/WA (IRWA President-Elect now IRWA President), Mark Rieck (IRWA CEO) and others were in the room. Oh, Yes!
Now, fellow members of Chapter 25, remember at our Installation Luncheon on Friday, June 1, 2018
we were told that nothing important was going to be discussed at the 64th IRWA Annual International
Education Conference in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada by Jeffrey Jones, SR/WA (IRWA PresidentElect now IRWA President). Well, now! Many members have expressed that Greg and Beth withheld information about the re-structuring and remodeling of IRWA governance; please put that to rest
in your mind. They were bush-wacked just like the rest of us. Mike Penick made the kindness plea
of “I do not want Region 5 to be broken apart and I would like for it to remain ‘as is’”. When direct
questions were asked to Jerry Colburn, SR/WA (2017 to 2018 IRWA President), Jeffrey Jones, SR/
WA (IRWA President-Elect now IRWA President), and Mark Rieck (IRWA CEO); they said that
there was going to be four (4) governance models addressed, but nothing could be presented or talked
about at this time. Jeff made the effort to try to break the ice, but would not share details. Later, we
learned that the details were still being developed.
(continued on next page)
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To say the least, the non-voting and the voting members of Region 5 were not happy with what had
been described and/or discussed about the re-structuring and remodeling of IRWA governance.
Whomever owns this “Re-structuring and Remodeling of IRWA governance” owes Region 5 Chairperson Greg Mathias, SR/WA and Vice-Chairperson Elizabeth Smith, SR/WA an apology. They did
them wrong. Why? They were not included in the private communications (letters, emails, texts and
meetings) held by the ownership of “Re-structuring and Remodeling of IRWA governance”. Remember, they are your voice on the national level. No respect.
“Re-structuring and Remodeling of IRWA governance” all began at 63rd IRWA Annual International
Education Conference in Anchorage, Alaska in 2017. I attended the event and the session as President-Elect for Chapter 25 which was called “Strategic Thinking with Governance Models that support
our Plan-with Glenn Tecker.” In 2017 at the Alaska event, Mark Rieck (IRWA CEO) introduced
Glenn Tecker as a good friend that was going to guide us through the process. Side-note: I have seen
the work of Glenn Tecker, he wrote a book. I will say no more, please do some research on him.
That session in Alaska was more about advantages and disadvantages of the existing model of IRWA
governance. I was a recording secretary for one of the discussion groups, not the same.
Since the session in Alaska, there have been three to four private meetings to further develop the governance models. According to Past President of 2008-2009, Faith A. Roland, SR/W; who attended
these private meeting, that the models of governance which were presented on Wednesday, June 27
had a serious disconnect to reality of the discussions within those private meetings. So who changed
the conclusions of the private meetings? Would the owner please stand up!!!!!
This brings us to the morning of Wednesday, June 27 for the time frame of 8:00 am – 11:00 am and
referred to as the session of “Strategic Thinking Continued: Governance Models that support our Plan
-with Glenn Tecker” with a description of “IRWA International Directors and members have painted
a vivid picture of what they would like the IRWA of the future to look like and do. Now we need to
consider the pros and cons of the governance models created to deliver as much member value to as
many people as possible. Attend this session to continue the development of our new governance
model. (IRWA voting members, by invitation).” Would the owner please stand up!!!!!!
Well, this started as an unprofessional session and ended as a greater unprofessional presentation. The
worst presentation session I have ever experienced. The individuals presenting explained that the materials they were working with was given to them on Friday, June 22, 2018 and told to make sense of
the models. Again, the individuals presenting the Three Models were cast into a fiery situation. The
details were not there. Michael Kurschat, of the Michigan Chapter 7 of Region 5 did a nice job of
making sure that the criticism was of the conditions and issues of the proposed Models I, II and III
with the lack of consideration of the existing model, and not the presenters.
I have enclosed the materials from the session of Remodeling Discussion for you to read and think
about your worth as a future member of the IRWA. Please read this and email me your thoughts both
good and bad. This will also be a “Main Topic” of one of our membership meeting. I will be a voting
member for Chapter 25 at the 65th IRWA Annual International Education Conference in Portland,
Oregon during June 9 to June 12, 2019.
Give me the torch, is one of these “Models of Governance” what you want, notice that the current
working governance of IRWA is not a choice. If one of these new models is what you want, then I
13
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will be silent and let the train pass-through. If this is not what you want, then raise with me and we
shall express our thoughts and wishes. You help me help you.

14
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During the meeting on Wednesday, June 27, 2018 the three models were presented. At the start of the
presentation of Governance Model I the presenters appeared to be confused. The presenters could not
name the members of their group. Remember, this is in support of changing a 9,000 member group.
They took questions; the answers from the presenters were vague. This just angered the people in the
room. You would be happy of Region 5 because they were the heart of many questions.

15
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Then Governance Model II was presented. Again, the members of the development team for Model II
had trouble with names or no names. A group of three individuals stood in front of the room and took
questions from the floor. My heart went out to these three because they were just thrown into the
situation. Again, the questions became more pointed and direct with a lesser tone of answers. The
room punished the presenters and then released them.
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Governance Model III was presented. The only member of the development team for this Model that
was willing to present was Jeffrey Jones, SR/WA (IRWA President-Elect now IRWA President). I
am really not sure if Jeff was a member of this development team or he just had to be a presenter because none of the development team members were willing to talk. Jeff tried to present it but was not
received well, not at all.
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Glenn Tecker, remember the discussion leader, kept talking about theory, theory this and theory that,
the room cared nothing for his comments because the discussion tables had tuned him out. A large
group was asking him to talk about real life; he refused to answer direct questions by just talking over
them or moving the answer to something else.
Again, Region 5 did an excellent job of addressing the issues of a governance plan. A request was
make for Model IV to be the current operating governance plan of IRWA to select from. Rich Nichols of The Ohio Chapter 13 of Region 5, put in his “Nichols Worth” in pointing out that Modules I, II
and III reduces the potential for leadership and moves the IRWA membership more towards a “mail
in” membership. The “Nichols Worth” was greatly accepted by the members in the room, comments
that I feel set the tone of thoughts for members involved.
The group attending the session was told that a final Model of Governance would be developed for
voting on at the 65th IRWA Annual International Education Conference in Portland, Oregon during
June 9 to June 12, 2019. This was presented in an arrogant and directed manner that was not received
well by the members of the IRWA Chapter representatives, the International Region Chairs, International Region Vice-Chairs and other attendees.
The members of the International Executive Committee were in the room, from a visual point of view,
appeared to accept the Models of Governance. Jerry Colburn, SR/WA (2017 to 2018 IRWA President) had some points, but were lost in the confusion of the room. Mark Rieck (IRWA CEO) observed the situation and said nothing. Daniel Stekol (SVP, International Relations) reacted by moving
to the back of the room and mocking some members, I was one of those he mocked. So note to you,
we as Chapter 25 need to explore the advantages and disadvantages of our current governance plan
and determine what needs work by the 65th IRWA Annual International Education Conference in
Portland, Oregon during June 9 to June 12, 2019.
So the session ended on a note of “We are going to do what we want to.” After the session, it was
time for lunch, then Board of Directors Meeting from 1:30 pm – 4:00 pm. Before the morning session
of Glenn Tecker and his Governance Models, the slate of elections for the International PresidentElect, International Vice-President, International Treasurer and International Secretary were unopposed.
During the lunch period, Judy Jones, SR/WA, R/W-AC, R/W-NAC was encouraged and nominated to
challenge Aimie Mims, SR/WA, R/W-AMC, R/W-NAC for the International President-Elect with less
than two hours of preparation. Aimie Mims had the heavy hitters from the International Executive
Committee (IEC) come and speak on her behalf. Judy had to speak from the floor area while Aimie
spoke from the stage, clearly a showing of favor. Judy spoke strongly about openness to membership,
but did not win the nomination.
Jacob D. Farrell, SR/WA was encouraged and nominated to challenge Ana B. Rausch, SR/WA, R/WRAC for the International Treasurer with less than two hours of preparation. Ana Rausch had the
heavy hitters from the International Executive Committee (IEC) come and speak on her behalf. In this
situation, both Ana and Jacob spoke from the stage. Jacob spoke of openness and keeping members
informed of the actions of the governing body. Jacob won the nomination.
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Delores J. Oakland, SR/WA was encouraged and nominated to challenge James Olschewski, SR/WA,
for the International Secretary with less than two hours of preparation. James spoke of openness and
being accountable by membership. In this situation, both Delores and James spoke from the stage.
Delores spoke of openness and keeping members informed of the actions of the governing body.
James won the nomination.
Again, give Judy Jones, SR/WA, R/W-AC, R/W-NAC (Region 6 Chairperson of IRWA from Goodwyn, Mills & Cawood, Inc. at judy.jones@gmcnetwork.com), Delores J. Oakland, SR/WA (Region 7
Chairperson of IRWA from Phillips 66 at oaklandrwservices@gmail.com) and Jacob D. Farrell, SR/
WA Region 3 Chairperson of IRWA from OPPD at jfarrell@oppd.com) an email to thank them for
reminding the IRWA organization that members opinions, thoughts and voices are important. These
three nominees reacted within a 2-hour period for the cause of the membership, that is leadership.
The membership of Chapter 25 and Region 5 should be proud of the questioning and voting actions of
their delegates.
I am still trying to get an answer to my question. “Who really owns the Plan of Remodeling the
IRWA Governance?” Bye the way, the guy whom took the route north to warn colonies was William
Dawes.
Come to the meetings and give someone a friendly greeting. If nothing else, come to the meetings
and give me a piece of your mind. Or at least, come to the meetings and bring someone that needs to
have the good feelings and benefits that you have had as an active member of Chapter 25.
Thanks for your support,
Otto

2018 BOARD MEETING


JULY 13TH



OCTOBER 5TH



AUGUST 3RD



NOVEMBER 2ND



SEPTEMBER 7TH



DECEMBER 7TH
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Annual International Educational
Conference
Edmonton, Canada
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